DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

(Article 5-6 of CS-GB-2017-10-19 COI Decision of the Governing Board adopting Rules on the prevention and management of conflict of interest)

Name: Krein, Axel
Professional Address: Clean Sky TO56 – 4/7, B-1049 Brussels
Phone: +32 2 221 81 51
E-mail: Axel.Krein@cleansky.eu
Position: Executive Director

do hereby declare on my honour that, to the best of my knowledge, the only direct or indirect interests I have in the sectors in which the Joint Undertaking is active, are those listed below:

1. Past activities:
   - Airbus: Head of R&T 2007-2014
   - DLR: member of senate 2011-2014 (in an honorary capacity)
   - ZAL Research Center: member of supervisory board 2008-2014 (in an honorary capacity)

2. Activities immediately preceding engagement of the Executive Director:
   - Airbus: Head of Cyber Security Program 2014 - January 2019
   - Fraunhofer Institute for IT Security: member of advisory committee (in an honorary capacity) => activity terminated in December 2018
   - Federation of German Industries’ committee on digital economy: member (in an honorary capacity) => activity terminated in December 2018
   - International Council of Aeronautical Sciences ICAS: member of program committee (in an honorary capacity)
   - Royal Aeronautical Society UK and German Scientific Aerospace Organisation: member (in an honorary capacity)
   - Digital Society Institute at European School of Management and Technology: affiliate (in an honorary capacity)

3. Current Financial Interests
   - None

4. Any other relevant interests.
   - No interest declared
5. **Family Member Interest**
   - No interest declared

I confirm the information declared on this form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and I consent to my information being stored electronically by the Joint Undertaking.

Done at Brussels, 18.11.2021

[Signature]

Name and Signature  Axel Krein